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Abstract

Despite education expansion, age at first marriage stalled in some sub-Saharan African (SSA) regions, a pattern whose underlying drivers remain poorly understood. We argue that a deeper investigation of birth cohort changes in education-specific ages at first marriage and how they are aligned with changes in girls’ school participation can illuminate this puzzle. Using Demographic Health Survey data from 34 SSA-countries, survival analyses and decomposition techniques, we examine education-specific marital behavior and change therein for the cohorts born between 1940 and 1999. Three key findings come to the fore. First, median age among all education groups stalled or reversed over some birth cohorts in all SSA regions. Second, these education-specific stalls or reversals correspond to different stages of education expansion across SSA regions. For some regions, these occurred long before the proportion of women attaining some schooling had increased substantially. Third, behavioral rather than education group composition changes explain the largest component of cohort differences in marriage rates in these education group. We conclude that increases in secondary education would be the most likely pathway to further delays in age at first marriage in West, Central and East Africa.
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Introduction

Marriage is one of the key markers of transition to adulthood in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). The timing of this event predefines an individual's life course trajectory in several aspects. For example, women who marry at younger ages face a higher risk of early childbearing and are thus selected for high lifetime fertility (Westoff 1990) and pregnancy-related complications (Althabe, Moore et al. 2015, Grønvik and Fossgard Sandøy 2018). Early union formation is also linked to a higher likelihood of experiencing intimate partner violence and union dissolution (Clark and Brauner-Otto 2015, Kidman 2017), both of which have adverse consequences for women's socioeconomic and health outcomes. Thus, understanding changes in marital timing over time, space, and across generations and illuminating the factors that explain such behavioral change is critical for potentially advancing women's reproductive health and social experience in this region.

Until the late 1990s, marriage was marked as early and universal in SSA. The median age at first marriage among women varied around 15–19 years for most countries (Westoff and Macro 2003, Garenne 2004). This pattern is slowly shifting, with more women postponing marriage to later ages, and in some regions (particularly in Southern Africa), more women are starting to forgo this transition (Garenne 2004, Mensch, Singh et al. 2005, Posel and Rudwick 2013, Hertrich 2017). Prior research has linked these changes to the expansion of education among girls and women (Mensch, Singh et al. 2005, Shapiro and Gebreselassie 2014, Bongaarts, Mensch et al. 2017); however, little empirical evidence exists on long term changes in the timing and quantum of marriage by level of education.

The connection between changes in marital timing and educational expansion has been theorized to operate through various pathways. For instance, via (i) the postponement of marriage until after schooling is finalized (avoidance of simultaneous school enrollment and family formation) (Lloyd and Mensch 2008, Glynn, Sunny et al. 2018, Zuilkowski, Henning et al. 2019), (ii) the acquisition of new ideas and norms that weakens traditional customs that stimulate early union formation (Caldwell 1980), (iii) the pursuit of gainful employment beyond school finalization (opportunity costs) (Becker 1973), and via (iv) the restructuring of marriage markets, particularly where assortative mating dominates (Pesando 2021).

For marriage postponement primarily driven by avoidance of simultaneous school enrollment and family formation, age at marriage should be anticipated to increase as long as female education expansion occurs through compositional change concerning educational attainment. Indeed, Bongaarts, Mensch et al. (2017) noted that the change in female education composition between 1993 and 2010 was the main driver of marital timing changes during this period in SSA. Despite changes in marital behavior within educational groups, this compositional factor was so dominant that mean age at marriage would still have increased even if marital behavior for specific education groups had remained the same (ibid.). Further, if education expansion leads to a universal delay in age at marriage, such an effect should be uniform across
Africa. Grant (2015) termed such expectations “the demographic promise of expanded female education.” (p.2).

However, such anticipations have barely materialized in some countries such as Burkina Faso, Chad, Ethiopia, Madagascar and Malawi, where girls' school participation expanded substantially without considerable marital timing delays (ICF 2015, Bongaarts, Mensch et al. 2017). Mensch, Singh et al. (2005) also observed a similar pattern, noting that in about one–third of SSA countries, the level of the observed decrease in the proportion of women married before age 18 was merely less than half of what they predicted (using a regression model) based on observed changes in educational attainment. Poor quality of education following the introduction of free primary education in the 1990s and 2000s, the change in age patterns of school enrollment, and lowered selectivity of women who attended school in recent decades are some of key hypothesized mechanisms put forward by experts to explain the stalls in age at marriage and other reproductive events in this region (Grant 2015, Bongaarts, Mensch et al. 2017). However, there is little, if any, empirical evidence to support these hypotheses largely because the very descriptive building blocks we need to test them (such as the life course data on the timing of marriage, timing of school enrollment and completion, economic activity and aspirations for it after school completion) are lacking.

Nevertheless, although detailed panel data on the occurrence and timing of family formation events, educational- and employment trajectories in SSA are not available to address such hypotheses, a systematic analysis linking long-term cohort changes in marital timing with changes in girls school participation could provide fundamental descriptive evidence needed to shed some insights into these dynamics. Yet, such analyses have to date not been undertaken. Our study closes this gap by providing two types of estimates. First, we examine aggregate union formation patterns for specific education groups during female education expansion. Precisely, we assess whether marriage rates stalled in all educational groups and how education-specific marriage rates evolved over birth cohorts to illuminate how the timing of stalls in age at marriage aligned with the stage of female education expansion. We question whether limited changes in age at marriage at the population level primarily rose from stalls or reversals in age at marriage for some or all education groups. We further examine if age at marriage stalled or reversed for the primary or secondary education group, whether such stalls occurred when the composition of women in these groups increased substantially, and at what threshold they happened. Second, we assess education-specific cohort differences in marriage rates to identify factors central to these changes. Our focus is on examining the extent and direction to which the composition of education groups (e.g. changes in the proportion of women with complete education or from rural areas- due to extension of schools to these communities) influenced marriage rates. This later analysis sheds more light on the proposition that age at marriage might have stalled due to women with some education becoming less selected as female education expanded (Grant 2015, Bongaarts, Mensch et al. 2017).
We used data from 139 Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) collected between 1986 and 2019 in 34 SSA countries to provide these fundamental descriptive blocks. These countries are grouped into four broader regions: West, Central, East and Southern Africa, following a standard classification in the literature (See, for example, United Nations Sustainable Development Goals Regions (United Nations 2019)). Our estimation procedure follows event history analysis techniques. First, we rely on the Kaplan Meier method to produce education-specific median age at first marriage. We then apply a discrete-time to event logit model and perform a multivariate decomposition analysis of cohort differences in marriage rates for women with primary and secondary education separately. Our findings provide evidence that shed some insights into the linkage between female education expansion and the timing of reproductive events in SSA, at least in two ways. First, we observe that median ages at first marriage among all education groups stalled or reversed in SSA regions. However, these education-specific stalls or reversals corresponded to different stages of education expansion across SSA regions. For some regions, these occurred long before the proportion of women attaining some schooling had increased substantially. These findings demonstrate that other factors than conditions assumed to have emerged due to the expansion of female education itself might have been at play in shaping these stalls. Second, we find evidence suggesting that behavioral rather than compositional changes explain the largest component of cohort differences in marriage rates for women with primary and secondary education. Thus, it appears that changes in group selectively, as female education expanded, likely played little influence in cohort differences in age at marriage in these regions.

**Background**

*Expansion of female education and marital timing changes in sub–Saharan Africa*

The rise in girls' school enrollment in SSA triggered anticipation of potential delays in the timing of first marriage and other critical life–course events in this region. The negative association between educational attainment and age at first marriage documented in the literature (Jejeebhoy 1995, Mensch, Singh et al. 2005) gave more weight to this anticipation, and Grant (2015) termed this prospect "the demographic promise of expanded female education". However, this anticipation has barely materialized in some countries. For example, in Malawi, the proportion of women aged 15–49 who attended school increased from 52.8 in 1992 to 87.9 in 2015. Those with at least secondary education rose from 4.4% to 25.8%. Nonetheless, the age at which half of the women aged 20–49 first married (median age) only increased by 0.6 years during this period (ICF 2015). In Chad, the median age at first marriage nearly remained stable while the percentage of women aged 15–49 with no education dropped from 77% in 1996 to 62% in 2014, and those with some secondary education increased from 3.8% to 14.9%. Stalls in age at first marriage are also apparent in Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Madagascar, Mozambique and Tanzania (ICF 2015, Bongaarts, Mensch et al. 2017). Mensch, Singh et al. (2005) also observed a similar pattern, noting that in about one–third of SSA countries, the level of the observed decrease in the proportion of women married
before age 18 was merely less than half of what they predicted (using a regression model) based on observed changes in educational attainment.

Understanding how educational attainment is associated with union formation helps explain why age at marriage could stall amidst rising girls school participation. In SSA, education attainment is tied to the postponement of marriage through at least three dominant pathways. First is the incompatibility hypothesis, which postulates that the time women spend in school is directly linked to their union formation timing due to an incompatibility of simultaneous school enrollment and family formation. School attendance in this region (especially primary and secondary education) generally means postponing marriages to later ages, while initiating family signals discontinuity of schooling (Lloyd and Mensch 2008, Glynn, Sunny et al. 2018, Zuilkowski, Henning et al. 2019). Thus, the longer women stay in school, the more marriages are delayed to later ages. Therefore, the strength of this mechanism is contingent on at least the age at school enrollment, the pace of grade progression, school completion rate, the minimum number of years required to complete a specified education level, and opportunities for girls to proceed further with education beyond the secondary level. A high completion rate would imply staying longer in school – at least for as many years as required to graduate – hence, it would negatively affect the risk of union formation.

On the other hand, if school starts at younger ages and progression through grades is rapid, one could complete primary and secondary school education and still marry early. Caudillo (2019) found evidence for this possibility in Mexico, where girls aged 10–17 who experienced advanced grade progression had early initiation of marriage. Nguyen and Lewis (2020) observed a similar result in Vietnam, noting that women who started schooling at a younger age were 5.5 times more likely to marry during adolescent years than those who delayed school enrollment. These findings suggest that the benefits of improved school completion rates (corresponding to improved completed years of schooling) in delaying union formation could be attenuated by improvements in age at school entry and grade progression rates, mainly if girls’ opportunities to progress beyond secondary education are limited.

The second mechanism, the ideational hypothesis, is related to changing norms about the timing of marriage that comes with exposure to and acquisition of knowledge or ideas that challenges traditional family formation values (Caldwell 1980). In SSA, societies have unique customs and systems that govern collective behavior, including the timing of union formation (Mawere and Mawere 2010, Ogoma 2014). Education exposes young girls to new ideals and brings aspirations and opportunities that weaken these norms. For example, education could expose girls to new ideas about the adverse effects of early marriages on their physical and mental health. The importance of this mechanism is thus dependent on the magnitude of the influence that schooling offers in redefining individual perspectives, preferences, and values about marriage timing. Therefore, the education effect on marital timing would diminish if more girls complete their education without acquiring the necessary skills or knowledge (what other scholars have referred
to as “enrollment without learning” (Bold, Filmer et al. 2017) that stimulate a desire to postpone marriages to later ages. This could lead to stalls or reversals in age at marriage for higher education groups as education become widespread and more women with "enrollment without learning” enter these classes.

More related to the ideational mechanisms is Becker (1973)'s economic theory of marriage, which argues that girls could use marriage as financial security or parents could marry their daughters early to shift the economic burden of raising them to their new spouses. Parents could also marry young girls sooner to mitigate economic shocks (Corno, Hildebrandt et al. 2020). As a human capital investment, education raises opportunities for girls to participate in wage employment, thus boosting their financial independence and reducing the need for an early marriage. Equally, educated parents are bound to be economically self–reliant, thus less likely to push their daughters into early marriages for economic gains. However, similarly to ideational mechanisms, the strength of the education effect on union formation modulated by economic forces is likely to depend on knowledge and skills that one develops in school, and the growth of economies as education becomes widespread. If young girls who complete primary and secondary education lack the opportunity to join wage employment (either because of limited skills or limited employment opportunities), early marriage could still be an alternative pathway to financial security. In this case, expansion of female education could lead to stalls or reversals in age at marriage for these education groups via lowered employment opportunities as more women gain education and compete for wage labour.

The sub–Saharan Africa context and research hypotheses

SSA countries witnessed a substantial increase in girls’ school participation over the last three decades. Data from DHS indicate that during 1990–99\(^1\) period, on average, 52.1% of women aged 15–49 had ever attended at least primary school in this region. Only 17.0 % had secondary or higher education. Since then – a period of 30 years – girls’ school participation, particularly in primary and secondary school, has expanded markedly. For example, during 2010–19\(^2\) period, 70.2% of females aged 15–49 had at least primary education, and 40.3% attended secondary school. However, girls' participation in college education lagged, with only 5.2% of women aged 15–49 reported to have attained tertiary education during 2010–19. These averages obscure persisting regional heterogeneity in both timing, level and pace of female education expansion. In broad terms, countries in Southern Africa (e.g. Botswana, Namibia and South Africa) are precursors of this transition. For example, Frye and Lopus (2018) showed that in three–fourth of countries in West Africa, the proportion of women who ever attended school among women born between 1980 and 1990 was far less than women born in the 1940s in Southern Africa. The pattern

---

\(^1\) Authors calculation based on earliest DHS data collected between 1990 and 1999 in SSA

\(^2\) Authors calculation based on most recent DHS data collected between 2010 and 2019 in SSA
of girls’ school participation in most Central and East African countries lies between West and Southern Africa (Frye and Lopus 2018).

The expansion of girls’ school participation in SSA coincided with improvements in school completion rates. For example, Evans and Mendez Acosta (2021) estimated that the primary school completion rate increased from 40% to nearly 60% between 1975 and 2015. This shift means that, on average, women who attended school in recent years spent more years in school than women from previous generations. According to the incompatibility hypothesis, one would thus anticipate this progress to shift union formation to later ages.

On the other hand, female education expansion in SSA is marked with declines in age at school entry and falling grade repeating rates (Ndaruhutse 2008, Lucas and Mbiti 2012, Grant 2015, World Bank 2020). Thus, women from recent birth cohorts are more likely to have graduated from primary or secondary school at relatively younger ages than those born some generations ago. As argued above, such patterns are likely associated with early marriages, mainly when college education prospects are limited, as in most SSA countries. Thus, female participation in wage employment is probably the most efficient pathway to keep young girls who have graduated from primary or secondary education from early marriages in this region. However, the growth of economies in SSA did not keep up with increasing girls’ school participation, such that the supply of primary or secondary school leavers now exceeds the labour market demand (Al-Samarrai and Bennell 2007, Filmer and Fox 2014). Thus, in many SSA countries, early marriages may be perceived as practical means to girls’ financial security, even among those who have completed primary or secondary education. Furthermore, SSA witnessed a deterioration of education quality in recent decades (Bold, Filmer et al. 2017, Filmer, Rogers et al. 2020, Evans and Mendez Acosta 2021), mainly due to the influx of schools following free primary education. For example, students complete their primary schooling in some countries without attaining the necessary reading and writing skills (Bold, Filmer et al. 2017).

The prevailing conditions linked to female education expansion in SSA, taken together with the incompatibility, ideational and economic hypotheses discussed above, lead us to draw three premises concerning how age at marriage for specific education groups might have evolved in parallel to levels of girls’ school participation. **Hypothesis 1** is that age at marriage stalled over some birth cohorts at the population level and that such patterns primarily rose from stalls and reversals in marital timing across specific education groups. **Hypothesis 2** is that age at marriage stalled or reversed among women with primary and secondary education, particularly over birth cohorts for which the composition of these groups increased substantially. Finally, hypothesis 3 is that the overall change in the education group composition increased marriage rates. Further, as more women attained higher levels of education, the gains in age at marriage due to improvements in school completion rates were likely attenuated by changes in the composition of women from rural areas in each education group. The availability of DHS data in SSA, which contains marriage histories of women born as early as 1936, offers the possibility to assess these hypotheses and shed
more insight on the nexus between expanded female education and the timing of union formation in SSA.

**Data and Methods**

*Data*

Data for this study comes from the Demographic Health Surveys (DHS) conducted between 1986 and 2019 in sub-Saharan Africa. DHSs are a series of cross-sectional studies introduced in the 1980s and early 1990s in most SSA countries. They are the most used, reliable and nationally representative information about demographic, socioeconomic, reproductive health and family formation in this region. DHS asks two key nuptiality questions essential to our current analysis: first, whether a woman has ever married or lived with a man as married, and second, the date at which such unions are first formed. Women with formal or informal unions are identified as ever married—a desirable flexibility since marriage formation is more of a process than an event in this region (Meekers 1992, Chae 2016). To date, DHS has collected marriage histories from women who were born as early as 1936. Thus, they are ideal for assessing long term changes in marital behavior. This analysis includes 139 surveys from 34 countries. The pooled sample from all 34 countries consists of 1,462,867 women aged 15–49. We have grouped these countries into four major geographical regions (West, Central, East and Southern Africa) following a common classification in the literature (See, for example, United Nations Sustainable Development Goals Regions (United Nations 2019)) (Appendix 1). While single country estimates reveal more detail, commonalities in family formation behavior across these four broader regions justify the groupings and allow larger sample sizes than single country estimates. Nevertheless, we have produced country-specific estimates for some of the analyses and presented these in Appendix 2.

*Measures and methods*

The first goal of this paper is to document long term education-specific cohort changes in age at first marriage and assess how the emerging patterns (increase, stalls or reversals) are aligned with trajectories of female education expansion. We have identified education groups based on the DHS classification of respondents' highest level of education at the survey, which consists of four distinct categories: No formal schooling for those who never attended school, Primary for those who only had some primary education, Secondary for those who had up to secondary education, and Tertiary for women who acquired at least some college education. We restrict the analysis to the first three groups, as female education expansion was confined mainly to primary and secondary levels in most SSA; thus, the sample size of women with tertiary education is small in most countries. Furthermore, the analysis is limited to women aged 20+ to exclude those who were still in primary school at the time of the survey but might attain secondary education later in their life course.
The cohorts are defined based on the year of birth. In the pooled sample, the oldest woman was born in 1936 and the youngest in 2005. We classify women in each region and education group into five–year birth cohorts. Thus, those born before 1939 and after 2004 are dropped from the analysis. Assessment of the quality of marriage histories in DHSs reveals that older women tend to shift their age at first marriage towards the date of the survey (Gage-Brandon 1995, Mensch, Grant et al. 2006). This forward displacement of marriage events may lead to small changes in marital timing over birth cohorts and thus affect the patterns that one observes. To alleviate this problem, we produce estimates of marital timing for each birth cohort from a pooled sample of women born during the same period but interviewed at different survey points (i.e. at different ages). Thus, the measures are generally a weighted average of marriage histories reported at younger, middle or older ages. Hence, the forward displacement problem is likely to have minimal if any effect. In addition, to ensure reliable and stable estimates, we exclude all birth cohorts with a sample size of fewer than 200 women from the analysis. The final sample sizes for each region/country and birth cohorts are shown in Appendix 1.

Our measure of marital timing is the median age at first marriage. We calculate this estimate for each birth cohort and education group using event history analysis techniques. The event of interest is defined as entering into the first formal or consensual union. The age at which such events occur marks the survival time before transitioning from a single to married state. Thus, women who are not married at the survey date are right-censored. Marriages are quite early in SSA. Therefore, we measure the transition process from age 10 on a continuous time scale. We use the Kaplan Meier estimator to derive a survival function \( S(t) \) of first marriage that fully accounts for the censoring in the data. Thus, in this study, the function \( S(t) \) measures the proportion of unmarried women by time \( t \) since age 10. Therefore, the median age at first marriage is calculated as \( t + 10 \) where \( S(t) = 0.5 \).

To objectively examine changes in these median estimates over birth cohorts, we define stalls to correspond to intervals where at least three consecutive birth cohorts have median estimates with overlapping 95% confidence intervals and a slope ranging between –0.01 and 0.01. The selection of these cutting points is arbitrary; nevertheless, we aimed at cutting points close to zero to ensure we indeed capture stalls. Furthermore, we define an increase in median age at first marriage to refer to intervals where the median estimates for at least three consecutive birth cohorts increased monotonically with a slope of greater than 0.01. Similarly, reversals correspond to intervals for which median age at marriage consistently decline at least for three consecutive birth cohorts with a slope of less than –0.01.

The second component of this study focuses on understanding factors central to cohort differences in education-specific marriage rates. Our interest is to assess how the composition of the educational groups (not changes in the educational composition of the population) and marital behavior within education groups varied over birth cohorts and the extent to which such changes explain the direction and magnitude of cohort differences in marriage rates. We use a multivariate
decomposition approach for nonlinear models (Fairlie 2005, Powers, Yoshioka et al. 2011) to address these questions. This technique involves specifying a regression model to decompose group differences (or differences over time) in proportions, counts or rates into a component due to differences in composition and a component due to changes in behavior (return to risk). In our case, the groups are birth cohorts, and we aim to decompose differences in first marriage rates for women with primary and secondary education separately. Within each education group over birth cohorts, we consider composition heterogeneity in rural vs urban residence and complete vs incomplete educational level. The latter variable was collected only for surveys conducted after 1989. Thus, we restrict this part of the analysis to surveys conducted between 1990 and 2019. The majority of women (96%) surveyed during this period were born between 1950 and 1994. Therefore, we consider these women and classify them into three 15-year birth cohorts (1950–64, 1965–79 and 1980–94). Thus, we run two decomposition models for each of the four regions and education level, first comparing 1950–64 with the 1965–79 birth cohort and second comparing 1950–64 with the 1980–94 birth cohort (in both cases, 1950–64 is the comparison group).

The process time for this part of the analysis is measured on a discrete time scale. Thus, we have used a discrete-time logit regression model for the decomposition, where the logit of the baseline hazard is a linear function of the process time split into single year sub episodes – i.e.

$$\log \left( \frac{\lambda_j(t)}{1-\lambda_j(t)} \right) = \alpha(t) + \beta_1 \text{residence} + \beta_2 \text{edu.complete}$$

where $\lambda_j(t)$ is the risk of first marriage at time $t$ for an individual $j$, $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ are coefficients associated with the area of residence and education completion status ($\text{edu.complete}$), respectively. The parameter $\alpha(t)$ is defined as:

$$\alpha(t) = \sum_{t(\text{age})=10}^{T} \alpha_t \omega_t$$

where $\omega_t$'s are dummies for the single-year sub episodes of the process time and $\alpha_t$'s are associated coefficients.

The process of a multivariate decomposition analysis involves fitting a specified regression model to groups under consideration separately. For example, when comparing the 1950–64 and 1965–69 birth cohorts, the process would involve fitting the model we specified to these two birth cohorts separately and using the resulting coefficients to estimate the difference in marriage rates due to composition changes and a component due to differences in coefficients. For that reason, the fitted models must include an equal set of predictors. However, this condition is not possible in our decomposition models when we consider a full range of observable process time available in the data (i.e. from age 10 to 49) because none of the women born during 1980–94 had reached age 41 at the time of the survey. It means that $\omega_t$ correspond to dummies for single-year sub
episodes ranging from age 10 to 49 for the older cohorts but not for the 1980–94 birth cohort. We address this problem by modifying the process time to start at age 10 and end at 30. The cohort differences in marriage rates we decompose thus relate to marriage rates between age 10 and 30.

We perform all the decomposition analyses using the `mvdcmp` command available in Stata software (Powers, Yoshioka et al. 2011). In addition, all the independent variables are normalized to ensure that the results are invariant with the reference category option.

**Results**

*Cohort changes in the proportion of unmarried women by age according to the level of education in four SSA Regions*

Figure 1 shows the proportion of women still unmarried by age according to birth cohorts. Moving along the columns, we show these estimates for women with the same level of education across four SSA regions, while moving from left to right show these estimates according to level of education within the same region. The slope of each line (how quickly the survival function drops) indicates the pace of marriage formation relative to age. The sooner the first unions are formed, the steeper the slope. At a given age, the spread of these lines indicates the magnitude of change of the proportion of women married at that specific age over birth cohorts: the wider the spread, the more significant the difference.

The first column panel in Figure 1 shows the estimates corresponding to all women (all education groups combined). The lines representing younger cohorts in this panel fall gradually and lie above those of older cohorts, thus confirming that marital timing is shifting to older ages among the recent birth cohorts across all the regions. However, in West, Central and East Africa, the timing rather than the quantum of first marriage substantially changed. The spread of the survival curves at a given age is more pronounced between ages 17 and 30 in these regions, and they generally converge at ages above 35. For example, the proportion of women married by age 20 declined from 77.1% among the 1940–44 birth cohort to 54.5% for women born during 1995–99 in West Africa. This change is from 83.6% to 52.7% in Central Africa and 74.2% to 53.2% in East Africa. In contrast, the proportion of women married by age 35 nearly remained above 95% between the 1950–54 and 1980–84 birth cohorts. Southern Africa is generally different. In this region, first marriages were already postponed to later ages among women born as early as the 1950s. For example, the proportion of women married by age 20 was only 30.2% for women born during 1950–54, and about 22.3% of women of this cohort were still unmarried at age 35.
Figure 1: Proportion of unmarried women by age according to birth cohort and level of education in four sub-Saharan Africa regions

Source: Demographic Health Survey data available in 34 sub-Saharan Africa countries, 1986–2019.
For specific education groups (second to fourth column panel), marital timing has changed more among women with secondary education across all the regions. Nevertheless, in West, Central and East Africa, the proportion of unmarried women is almost less than 5% at age above 35 for all education groups, thus indicating that marriage is still universal irrespective of education level in these regions. For Southern Africa, the proportion of women who eventually marry by age 35 has dropped significantly among women with secondary education than in other education groups. Thus, it appears that women with secondary education rather than those with primary or no education are increasingly abstaining from forming first unions in this region.

_Cohort changes in median age at first marriage by level of education during female education expansion in four SSA regions_

In Figure 2, we present the median age estimates of the survival lines shown in Figure 1 together with changes in the education composition of women over birth cohorts. The background area in Figure 2 shows the percentage of women with no education (light grey bottom area), primary education (middle grey area) and secondary education (dark grey top area) among women aged 20+ in each birth cohort. The median age at first marriage (with their 95% confidence intervals) for each education group are presented using lines, with their corresponding scale shown on the right-hand side. We present a similar figure showing country-specific results in Appendix 2.

Figure 2 reveals three key findings concerning the evolution of marital timing during female education expansion. First, the results show that median age at first marriage at the population level (among all women) stalled over some birth cohorts in West, Central and East Africa, and it reversed in Southern Africa. In West Africa, the median age at first marriage was 17.0 for women born during 1945–49. It increased to 17.5 for the 1965–69 birth cohort, stalled around 18.0 between the 1970–74 and the 1980-84 birth cohorts, and then increased to 19.1 among women born during 1995–99. In Central Africa, the median age at first marriage rose from 15.8 for the 1945–49 birth cohort to 18.5 for the 1975–79 birth cohort. It stayed around 18.5 until the 1990-94 birth cohort before rising to 19.7 among women born during 1995–99. For East Africa, median age stalled at 18.8 between 1970–74 and 1980–84 birth cohorts after increasing from 17.3 among women born during 1945–49. It later increased to 19.8 for the 1995–99 birth cohort. The reversal in age at marriage in Southern Africa occurred among women born after 1980–84. Previously, it had risen from 22.7 among the 1945–49 birth cohort to 25.2 for women born during 1970–74. At the country level, reversals in age at marriage among all women are evident in Comoros, Congo, and Madagascar, and dominant stalls are apparent in countries such as Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Chad, Congo (DRC), Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, Senegal, Uganda and Zimbabwe.
Figure 2: Cohort changes in median age at first marriage by level of education during female education expansion in four sub-Saharan Africa regions

Note:
1. The background area shows the percentage of women with no education (light grey bottom area), primary education (middle grey area) and secondary education (dark grey top area) among women aged 20+ in each birth cohort. The median age at first marriage (with their 95% confidence intervals) for each education group are presented using lines, with their corresponding scale shown on the right-hand side.
Figure 2 illustrates that stalls in age at marriage at the population level rose from a combination of stalls and reversals in marital timing across all education groups – i.e. age at marriage either stalled or reversed over some birth cohorts for all education groups across all the four regions. For example, in Southern Africa, a reversal in age at marriage among all women occurred over the same birth cohorts, for which median age at marriage declined among women with no education and stalled for women with secondary education. In East Africa, on the other hand, the stall in age at marriage coincided with a decline in age at marriage among women with secondary education and a stalling pattern for those with no formal schooling and primary education. The country-specific estimates in appendix 2 show that age at marriage either stalled or declined among women with primary or secondary education in 15 of the 33 SSA countries (Angola is excluded; see note in appendix 2). One critical feature about these dynamics is that stalls and reversals in education-specific marital timing (especially in West, Central and East Africa) translated into intervals of stalls at the population level, essentially when the proportion of women attaining secondary education changed moderately. The importance of girls’ secondary education participation in driving median age at marriage at the population level is remarkably evident in West Africa. Median age at marriage among all women increased sharply in this region, starting with the 1980–84 birth cohort, despite stalling among women with no formal schooling and reversing among women with primary education. This is because the proportion of girls who attended secondary education was sharply rising over these birth cohorts.

Third, the results in Figure 2 demonstrates that stalls and reversals in age at marriage among the primary and secondary education groups corresponded to different stages or levels of female education expansion. In West Africa, the median age at first marriage for women with secondary education stalled around 22.5, as the percentage of women with secondary education started to exceed 15%. For the primary education group, median age at marriage declined among women born after 1970–74, with the composition of this group varying around 18%. The story is different for Central, East and Southern Africa, with Central and East Africa revealing more similar trajectories. In Central Africa, age at marriage stalled starting with women born 1975–79, at around 18.0 for those with primary, and around 20.3 for women with secondary education. These stalls occurred when the composition of women with primary education dropped from 34.3 to 26.2, and of those with secondary education varied between 33.1 and 36.0. Interestingly, age at marriage for the latter group started rising again among women born after 1980–84, as its composition rose sharply. We see a parallel pattern in East Africa. There, age at marriage stalled around 18.5 for women with primary education when their composition varied between 45.6% and 56.1%. It declined between 1965-69 and 1980-84 birth cohort among women with secondary education as the composition of this group ranged between 19.7% to 23.6%. As in Central Africa, median age at marriage for the latter group increased sharply following the 1980–84 birth cohorts in parallel with its composition. In Southern Africa, the median age at first marriage is much later than in the other African regions across all education groups and birth cohorts. It stalled for women with...
secondary education at around 27.5, starting with the 1970–74 birth cohort when the composition of this group had reached 57.7%. For women with primary education, it decreased starting with the same birth cohort.

Drivers of cohort changes in education-specific marriage rates

We now consider the decomposition analysis results that examined the contribution of changes in education group composition and behavior to cohort differences in marriage rates. The focus is on understanding how these two components varied as female education expanded and identifying a component that largely influenced education-specific marriage rates. We consider women with primary and secondary education for this analysis as they allow us to examine composition changes concerning school completion rates in addition to rural-urban composition differences. Table 1 shows these composition changes over birth cohorts. It presents the proportion of women who had completed primary/secondary education and women from rural areas within each education category. We note that the percentage of women with a completed level of education increased across all regions for both the primary and secondary categories, except for women with primary education in West Africa. For this group, school completion decreased over birth cohorts, which intrinsically points out increasing drop-out rates as girls' school participation increased. The largest increase in the completion rate for primary education is observed in Southern Africa, while for secondary education, it is observed in West Africa.

Table 1: Percentage of women with a complete level of education and in rural areas according to the level of education and birth cohort in four sub-Saharan Africa regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% completed level</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in rural area</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% completed level</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in rural area</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>East Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% completed level</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in rural area</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% completed level</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in rural area</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Demographic Health Survey data available in 34 sub-Saharan Africa countries, 1986–2019*
The proportion of women from rural areas within each education group partially reflects the dynamics of education expansion to rural areas. However, the area of residence in our data is captured at the time of the survey. Hence it does not fully capture the extent to which rural-urban representation changed within specific education groups. This is because women who attend school in rural areas are more likely to migrate to urban areas to seek job opportunities or because of marriage. Nevertheless, Table 1 shows some possible minimum changes in the rural-urban composition over birth cohort within each education group, and we would be interested in understanding how these account for cohort differences in marriage rates. With that in mind, we see increases in the proportion of women from rural areas within primary and secondary education groups across all regions. The only exception is West Africa, among women with primary education where the proportion of women from rural areas decreased, and in Central Africa among women with secondary education where it remained nearly constant. The largest change in this estimate for both primary and secondary education groups is registered in Southern Africa.

To understand marital behavior changes within primary and secondary education groups over birth cohort, we show the marginal risk of first marriage in each group (estimated from the model we specified for decomposition analysis) according to school competition status (Figure 3(a)) and area of residence (Figure 3(b)). The solid line in Figure 3(a) represents complete, and the dotted line means incomplete education. We use the solid and open dots to represent primary and secondary education groups, respectively. The results in Figure 3(a) reveal three key findings, which are essential in our quest to understand how marital behavior changed as female education expanded and help us understand the decomposition analysis results later. First, we note that marital risk declined over birth cohorts irrespective of education completion status for both primary and secondary education groups. The only exception is Southern Africa, among women with incomplete education where it increased. Second, the marital risk gap between those with complete education relative to those with incomplete education declined in recent birth cohorts in West Africa, Central Africa (when we compare the 1950–64 and 1965–79 birth cohort) and Southern Africa (among the primary group). However, except in Southern Africa, these changes are driven by women with incomplete education marrying later or less (reflected by a steeper decline in marital risk), rather than women with complete education marrying sooner or more. Third, the marital risk among women with complete primary education born during 1980–94 is higher than their counterparts with incomplete primary schooling in West Africa. A parallel relationship is apparent in Southern Africa for both the 1950–64 and 1965–79 birth cohorts. This dynamic is potentially due to assortative mating in this region, where women with complete primary education may be more attractive partners on the marriage market than their counterparts with incomplete primary schooling. These findings are also evident when similar estimates are produced based on 5-year birth cohorts (Appendix 3). Overall, the results in Figure 3(a) indicate that, at an individual level, the marital risk of women with more years of schooling did not rise in recent birth cohorts.
Figure 3: Cohort changes in marginal risk of first marriage according to education level completion status (Figure 3(a)) and according to area of residence (Figure 3(b)) for each education group in four sub-Saharan Africa regions.

Source: Demographic Health Survey data available in 34 sub-Saharan Africa countries, 1986–2019.
In the bottom panel of Figure 3 (Figure 3(b)), we show changes in marital risk for women in rural areas (dotted lines) and urban areas (solid grey line). Again, the solid and open dots represent primary and secondary education groups, respectively. In West, Central and East Africa, marriage risk dropped for women in urban areas, irrespective of the education level. The pattern is mixed for women from rural areas. Marriage risk only decreased substantially for women with secondary education in West Africa, while it increased for the remaining groups in the remaining two regions. In southern Africa, marriage risk dropped for the secondary group irrespective of the area of residence, while it increased for the primary group for both rural and urban, particularly between the 1950–64 and 1965–79 birth cohorts.

**Figure 4.** The contribution of changes in education group composition (Total composition component) and behaviour (Total effect component) to cohort differences in marriage rates (Overall change) for women with primary and secondary education in four sub-Saharan Africa regions.

Note:

1. Marriage rate is estimated for the interval between age 10 and 30.
We show the overall contribution of the composition changes (Table1) and changes in marriage risk (Figure 3) to total cohort differences in marriage rates in Figure 4. The solid dots represent the absolute change in marriage rate (with 95% CI) per age of year and 1000 women relative to the 1950–64 birth cohort. The green bar (Total effect component) represents the contribution to change in marriage rate due to changing marriage risk shown in Figure 3 (i.e. the contribution to cohort difference in marriage rate due to behavior change), while the red bar (Total composition component) represents the change in marriage rate due to changes in education group composition presented in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows that apart from women with primary education in southern Africa, marriage rates significantly declined in the recent birth cohorts across all four regions for both women with primary and secondary education. The largest decline in marriage rates is observed in West Africa for both education groups. A key finding in Figure 4 is that the decline in marriage rates are primarily driven by behavioral changes (effect component) and less so due to compositional changes. For the primary education group, composition change accounted for increases in marriage rates across all the regions. In West and Central Africa, compositional changes also contributed to increased marriage rates among women with secondary education when comparing the 1950–64 and 1965–79 birth cohorts. The detailed contributions to the overall change in marriage rates due to composition changes are presented in Appendix 4. As it should be expected, the increases in school completion rates accounted for decreases in marriage rates. The only major exception is Southern Africa among the primary education group, where the rise in completion rates over birth cohorts increased the marriage rate. This is because women with complete primary education in this region had a higher risk of marriage than those with incomplete primary education. In addition, the rise in the proportion of women from rural areas within specific education groups led to increasing marriage rates. This latter result should be expected because women from rural areas generally have a higher marriage risk (Figure 3(b)).

**Discussion and Conclusion**

We used data from 139 Demographic Health Surveys (DHS) collected in 34 sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) countries between 1986 and 2019 to achieve two specific objectives. First, to examine education-specific long–term cohort changes in age at first marriage and assess whether the emerging patterns (increase, stalls or reversals) were aligned with levels of girls' school participation. Second, to investigate the contribution of changes in education group composition and behavior to cohort differences in marriage rates for women with primary and secondary education. For the first objective, we applied the Kaplan Meier estimator to produce education-specific median ages at first marriage for 5-year birth cohorts across four SSA regions. We then used a discrete-time logit regression model to perform a multivariate decomposition of cohort changes in marriage rates into a component due to compositional change and a portion due to behavioral changes to address the second objective. For this later analysis, we focused on marriage rates for ages between 10 and 30 to achieve a reasonable comparison between the early and recent
birth cohorts. Nevertheless, it is essential to note that over 90% of women in West, Central and East Africa were married by age 30 across all birth cohorts. Thus, the decomposition analyses in these regions relate more to changes in marital timing and less to the quantum of marriage. However, in Southern Africa, the proportion married by age 30 was less than 80% across all birth cohorts. Thus, cohort differences in marriage rates are related to both the quantum and the timing of marriage in this region.

The findings we observed confirmed that median age at marriage at the population level (all education groups combined) stalled over some birth cohorts across all SSA regions. Previous research argued that such stalls could be linked to poor quality of education, changes in age pattern of school enrolment and completion, and loss of selectivity as more women attend school (Grant 2015, Bongaarts, Mensch et al. 2017). Thus, our hypothesis 1 stated that stalls in marital timing at the population level primarily rose from stalls and reversals in age at marriage across specific education groups. The results documented across all the four SSA regions confirmed this hypothesis. Median age at marriage stalled or reversed for all education groups over some birth cohorts in these regions. However, we observed that although stalls and reversals in age at marriage for specific education groups were important, they were not a necessary condition for stalls that emerged at the population level. It is instead the stalling in the composition of women who attended secondary education that mattered most. This finding is more apparent in West Africa among women born after 1980–84. Age at marriage over these birth cohorts stalled for women with no formal schooling and those with secondary education and reversed among women with primary education. However, this did not translate into stalls in median age at marriage at the population level because the proportion of women who attended secondary education rose markedly, and the education gradient in age at marriage was huge (5+ years between secondary and no education group, and 3.5+ years between secondary and primary education group). In contrast, in East Africa, for example, marital timing for specific education groups stalled among the cohorts born in 1965–69 and 1980–84, for which the composition of women attaining secondary education stagnated, and those attending primary education increased. These findings confirm that changes in female education composition are critical in shaping population-level marital timing trajectories (Bongaarts, Mensch et al. 2017). However, our results illustrate that the change in the composition of women with secondary education rather than primary education matters most.

Hypothesis 2 was that age at marriage stalled or reversed among women with primary and secondary education, particularly over birth cohorts for which the composition of these groups increased substantially. We observed mixed findings concerning this proposition. The results showed that stalls or reversals in age at marriage for these education groups corresponded to different stages of female education expansion across SSA regions. The most striking result is that stalls or reversals in marital timing for women with primary or secondary education did not necessarily occur over birth cohorts that experienced a substantial increase in girls school participation. Birth cohorts for which marked female education expansion also coincided with
stalls or reversals in marital timing are mainly apparent in West Africa. In Central Africa, age at marriage stalled among women with secondary education between the 1970–74 and 1980–84 birth cohorts when the composition of this group varied between 33.1% and 36.0%. However, it rose sharply following the 1980–84 birth cohort in parallel with a marked increase in the proportion of girls attaining this level of education. We noted a parallel pattern in East Africa. The age at marriage for women with secondary education declined between 1965–69 and 1980–84 birth cohort in this region, before rising alongside significant growth in the composition of this group. Women born after 1980–84 are presumably the most beneficiaries of the policies that promoted girls' school participation in the early 1990s. These are also birth cohorts that are supposedly assumed to have experienced the most deterioration in education quality due to the influx of schools (Bold, Filmer et al. 2017, Filmer, Rogers et al. 2020, Evans and Mendez Acosta 2021), the most improvements in early school enrolment and grade progression rates (Ndaruhutse 2008, Lucas and Mbiti 2012, Grant 2015, World Bank 2020 ) and limited employment opportunities outside the family (Al-Samarrai and Bennell 2007, Filmer and Fox 2014). Thus, the observation that age at marriage among women with secondary education increased over these birth cohorts in Central and East Africa suggest that these conditions (poor education quality e.t.c) might not be inevitably the central mechanism that influenced stalls in marital timing in SSA regions.

Finally, hypothesis 3 was that the change in education group composition led to increased marriage rates within education groups. This is ideally a proposition linked to the idea that little change in age at marriage at the population level might have arisen from declining selectivity of education groups as female education expanded. Our results support this hypothesis, although we found that rather than education group composition, behavior changes explained the largest component of cohort differences in marriage rates for both primary and secondary education groups. We observed that marriage rate would have slightly increased (particularly among women with primary education) if only composition had changed. For the secondary education group, composition changes contributed to slight declines in marriage rates, especially when comparing the 1950–65 and the 1980–94 cohorts.

Our assessment considered two composition dimensions within each education category: the school completion rate and the proportion of women from rural areas. Increasing school completion rates generally reduced marriage rates (the primary group in the Southern region is exceptional). Thus, the fact that marriage risk among women with primary education would have increased in most regions if only composition had changed suggests that improvements in primary school completion rates are not sufficient to delay marital timing in these regions. This observation provided further evidence that girls' school participation beyond primary is more relevant for delaying marital timing. For secondary education, improvements in school completion rates could lead to lower marriage rates. Nevertheless, it is clear from our findings that returns from such changes are likely to be minimal. Concerning rural-urban composition changes, we found that this did not change exceptionally across all the regions. Nevertheless, the impact of increasing school completion rates on marriage risk was offset in part by a growing number of women from rural
areas. This gives some weight to the idea that as education becomes more accessible, education groups become more heterogeneous, encompassing women with diverse values in union formation, which could lower marital timing. However, as we have argued, such dynamics appear to have mattered less in shaping education-specific union formation patterns in SSA.

It is worth noting a few aspects of marital timing patterns that emerged in Southern Africa. Age at marriage in this region was exceptionally high across all education groups relative to West, Central and East Africa. Besides, the pattern that emerged there appears more connected to the shifts of female education composition. We can highlight three striking features of this pattern. First, women with no education had a higher median age at first marriage than women with primary education. Second, the median age at first marriage among women with primary education continuously declined following the 1970–74 birth cohort. Third, the proportion of women who attended school was already high (exceeding 65%) among women born during 1945-49 (the proportion of women with no education dropped to below 6.7% after the 1970–74 birth cohort (estimated at 0.8% for the 1990-94 cohort)). This pattern suggests that women with no education had become more selective in several aspects, which may have lowered their marriage risk than women with primary or secondary education. For example, we can consider the assortative mating mechanism. Previous studies have documented that this marriage arrangement is typical in Southern Africa (Kollamparambil 2020, Pesando 2021). Thus, in a context of high levels of education, women with no schooling are bound to be less privileged in finding a suitable match on the marriage market. On the other hand, the decline in median age at first marriage among women with primary education over the recent birth cohorts could reflect that this group had become selective to women with fewer aspirations for later marriages.

The results we have documented are largely descriptive and primarily illustrate whether and when marital timing for specific education groups stalled as female education expanded. The data we used is limited and not suitable for identifying the specific causal factors responsible for marital timing stalls in these education groups. Thus, collecting detailed life course data on the timing of marriage, school enrollment and completion, economic activity of girls following school completion, and the characteristics of the partners they eventually form unions with in future studies could help shed more insights into these dynamics.

Nevertheless, the findings presented in this paper are essential for consideration of future trajectories in marital timing in SSA for two reasons. First, several countries are at the early or middle stages of female education expansion. Thus, the idea that female education expansion could trigger stalls in the timing of early reproductive events might be troubling for policymakers. While we indeed found that female education expansion could be associated with marital timing stalls among women with primary and secondary education (as observed in West Africa), our findings also demonstrate that age at marriage is not certainly bound to stall or reverse as girls school participation increases (as illustrated in Central and East Africa). The current data do not permit an in-depth analysis of these regional differences; thus, we cannot isolate specific conditions attached to female education expansion that could yield stalls in marital timing for specific
education groups and those that do not matter. Future research could consider addressing this gap. Nevertheless, even under the conditions that produced stalls and reversals in age at marriage for the specific education groups in West Africa, marital timing at the population level could still increase (as it evolved there) if more women attain secondary education. Thus, we argue that further delays in age at first marriage at the population level, at least in West, Central and East Africa, would largely depend on increasing the number of females attending secondary education rather than only improving primary school participation or just primary school completion rates. However, improvements in completion rates for women enrolling in secondary schools could somewhat contribute to further delays in marital timing in these regions. Thus, countries should consider initiatives that promote girls' school participation beyond primary education and ensure higher completion rates among those enrolling in secondary schools. Second, with increasing female education, more countries would soon be attaining universal primary and secondary education. Appendix (2) results reveal that some countries (e.g. Zimbabwe) are already reaching these stages, but marital timing remains relatively early. Ideally, further improvement in age at marriage in such countries would mainly depend on education group behavior changes. Thus, the fact that behavior changes were central for cohort differences in education-specific marriage rates is a beam of hope for future marital trajectories in these regions.
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